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Crime In Canadian Context Debates
The deaths of three generations of a Muslim family shock a nation, and raise questions about defining hate crime.

In Canada, the Deaths of a Family Spur Debate on Hate Crime
The day after a young man slammed his pickup truck into five members of a Muslim family while they were out for a stroll in London, Ontario, police announced the victims had been targeted because of ...

Muslim Deaths Fuel Debate in Canada on Hate Crime Laws
The proposed law would likely run afoul of the First Amendment in the U.S., but despite popular misconceptions Canada is actually its own country.

Canada to Make Online Hate Speech a Crime Punishable by $16,000 Fine
Another mass grave discovered in Canada.

Your Friday Briefing
CNW/ - Department of Justice Canada, Department of Canadian Heritage and Public Safety Canada Canadians expect to be safe and free from hate speech ...

Government of Canada takes action to protect Canadians against hate speech and hate crimes
A New York Times op-ed launched a parliamentary committee’s study of how the Canadian company treats victims of sexual violence.

Canadian committee calls for tough actions against Pornhub
This is a transcript of a talk given June 17, 2021, at the Mises Institute’s Medical Freedom Summit in Salem, New Hampshire.] On behalf of everyone at the Surgery Center of Oklahoma and the Free ...

Why Aren't There More Free Market Surgery Centers and Clinics?
With the House of Commons set to adjourn for the summer on Wednesday, federal ministers are making last-minute legislative moves, including presenting a new disability benefit bill and updating Canada ...

Key bills pass, feds present new policy in final days of House sitting
The Quebec City attack has led to widespread public debate in Canada about ... A Pakistani-Canadian family recently fell victim to another hate crime against Muslims in Canada.

Canada: A List of Attacks on The Muslim Community
Other federal leaders extended their condolences to Canadian Muslims before denouncing hate crimes against the group ... motion was dragged into a bitter debate in Ottawa before its eventual ...
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Here's what Ottawa has said, and done, about Islamophobia and attacks on Muslim Canadians
Bill C-10 has sparked controversy with freedom-of-expression advocates concerned it would cover citizens’ social-media posts. The government says provisions in the legislation would ensure that doesn’ ...

Senators push back on Bill C-10 after MPs approve controversial internet-regulation bill
Canadian soldiers who saw videos depicting possible war crimes by Iraqi security forces ... leadership in Ottawa knew is also a matter for debate. Some confidential sources have suggested ...

Canadian trainers being questioned by military police about witnessing possible Iraqi war crimes
To anyone living outside the West, hearing words like hormone blockers, demiboy, or SRS (sex reassignment surgery) come from the mouth of an eyeliner-clad 14-year-old boy on TikTok feels like a fever ...

‘State murder of kids’? Progressives’ narrative on treatment bans for transgender youth is only preventing any progress
Premier Jason Kenney, meanwhile, pledged his government would soon announce additional measures to prosecute hate crimes in the province. Their comments came during a debate Tuesday about ... must ...

Alberta premier says more action coming to prosecute hate crimes
The Alberta government is preparing to make changes to boost police focus on hate crimes in the province ... the afternoon’s scheduled business to debate a motion denouncing the hatred of ...

'All of us stand in solidarity': Alberta MLAs pass motion denouncing Islamophobia, Kenney says additional measures against hate crimes coming soon
The government will introduce another internet regulation bill – this time focused on curbing harmful content such as hate ... near future,” according to Canadian Heritage Minister Steven ...

New internet bill on hate crime and revenge porn coming in ‘very near future,’ Guilbeault says
The bill would bring global online streaming giants, such as Netflix, Disney Plus and Amazon Prime, under the auspices of the Broadcasting Act, requiring them to promote Canadian content and to ...
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